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WELCOME
TO THE NEW
AGE OF BEER
IN AMERICA,
WHERE FLAVOR
TRUMPS
BLANDNESS

AND CRAFT
RULES ALL.
NOW MORE
THAN EVER,
IT’S TIME
TO CRACK A
COLD ONE.
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THE NEW RULES OF BEER
Sample before you buy. Ask for three or four
tastes to find the right thing. —Dave Brodrick,
owner/founder of the Blind Tiger alehouse in NYC

My Life, in Beer
by Joe Kita
Baby’s First Bottle
(Piels Draft Style)
At some point in our formative
years, we are introduced to beer.
The ritual goes like this: A playful
father offers a sip to his bewildered but game “little man.” Will
the boy like it? The tiny nose crinkles and there’s a mild shudder,
but then a smile bubbles up and
there is joy. There’s deeper meaning here. We have now been initiated into the brotherhood of beer.
ONE BUD WISER Life can be bitter,
but you get used to it.
The Yeasty Boys
(Genesee Cream Ale)
The drinking age in the state
of Pennsylvania was 21 when
I was growing up. (Still is, in fact.)
In New Jersey it was 18. We
blitzed the border to buy our
cases. Back then, beer was physically dangerous—razor-sharp
pop-tops, a plastic collar that
maimed wildlife. Somehow it all
ﬁt ourr wild life. We chugged cans
in Denny Horvath’s garage, then
crushed them against our foreheads with Mongol yells. It wasn’t
beer we were drinking; it was life,
with all its golden promise.
ONE BUD WISER Beer brings
men together.
Case Study (Home Brew)
When my buddy and I were feeling especially poor, we decided to
undertake home brewing. We left
10 gallons by the basement furnace to ferment. One memorable
night it exploded, coating everything with a sticky mash. Whenever the furnace kicked on that
winter, the entire house smelled
like Schlitz. Beermaking is one
of many, many skills, we learn,
tthat’s
at s best left
e t to tthee eexperts.
pe ts.
ONE BUD WISER Trouble is always
brewing somewhere.
For Better or Wort
(Yuengling Traditional Lager)
Marriage, babies, and minivans
eventually dilute our testosterone
and trigger a somewhat protect o st bee
tionist
beer pe
period.
od. Sudde
Suddenlyy we

BEERS CHANGE AS OUR LIVES DO.
EVOLVE AS A BEER DRINKER
AND YOU MIGHT JUST BECOME
A BETTER MAN. I KNOW I DID.

have more important bottles to
tend; we need to recruit more
brain cells, so we cut back
our consumption and retrench.
I turned to Yuengling, the
oldest brewery in America—
dependable, traditional, frugal,
local. Just like I had to be.
ONE BUD WISER Some things are
(gulp) more important than beer.
Midlife Crisis #1 (Zima)
At a certain point, we all lose our
way. For some men it’s cheating on
their wives or gambling away their
savings or quitting their jobs. For
me it was drinking fake beer. I
became infatuated with Zima, an
“alternative clear-malt beverage,”
and drank it through an entire
summer, usually with my shirt off.
(I did retain some measure of
self-respect, however, and never
stooped to wine coolers.)
ONE BUD WISER The new and
different can be intoxicating, but
only for a little while.
Midlife Crisis #2 (Light Beer)
One day we look in the mirror and
see a layer of fat where abs used to
roam, and we panic. We ﬁnish the
last of what’s in the fridge (never
waste good beer!) and head to
our local brew store for a suitcase
of some low-calorie alternative.
We have touched our mortality.
If things are really bad, we may
even buy a case of O’Douls.
ONE BUD WISER Six-pack abs don’t
last forever.
Born Again (Chimay, Southern
Tier, Rogue, Stone...)
Life is too short to drink swill. So
we start scanning results from the
World Beer Cup like stock market
reports. We come to know the diff
ference
e e ce betwee
between C
Chimay
ay Rouge,
Bleue, and Blanche. We learn that
the right glass makes beer taste
better. We even attend a few beerpairing dinners. Belgium becomes
our new Milwaukee. Instead of
a wine cellar, we set up a dedicated
beer fridge. Beer (and life) is good.
ONE BUD WISER Good taste takes
t e to ripen.
time
pe .

WHY YOUR
SOMMELIER IS
SCARED
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THE MEN’S HEALTH
SIX-PACK
To find the tastiest, healthiest
beers in the world, we asked our
panelists (next page) to pick
their 30 favorite beers. Then we
sent the brews to the lab for
nutritional analysis. These six
beers gave the most nutritional
bang for their caloric buck.
SAMUEL ADAMS NOBLE PILS

Five prized European hops varieties
infuse this crisp, fresh-tasting pilsner.
CALORIES

FOLATE

POLYPHENOLS

14 mcg

188 mg

177
TRÖEGS PERPETUAL IPA

The bold aroma and robust bitterness
come from six types of hops.
CALORIES

FOLATE

POLYPHENOLS

25 mcg

202 mg

241
GUINNESS EXTRA STOUT

Caramel flavor is tempered by a mild
bite; the result is sweet-and-sour allure.
CALORIES

FOLATE

POLYPHENOLS

14 mcg

185 mg

188
BOULEVARD SMOKEHOUSE
SERIES TANK 7 FARMHOUSE ALE

Belgian yeast adds a floral dimension
to this dry, grapefruit-scented brew.
CALORIES

FOLATE

POLYPHENOLS

27 mcg

192 mg

241
SIERRA NEVADA PALE ALE

Whole-cone hops creates the piney,
citrusy character of American pale ale.
CALORIES

FOLATE

POLYPHENOLS

15 mcg

206 mg

213
TWO BROTHERS CAIN AND EBEL

Rye grains add tartness, while
toasty palm sugar mellows the brew.
CALORIES

FOLATE

POLYPHENOLS

25 mcg

174 mg

224

If wine is Alec Baldwin—smooth,
rich, impressive—then beer has
definitely been relegated to the
role of brother Billy. But nowadays,
brewers are making beers that not
only rival the best wines but also
resemble them. Here are three
ways today’s beer is catching up
to the top reds and whites.

ILLUSTRA TI O N S BY J OHN KASCHT
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Many brewers are packaging their
beers in larger, wine-size bottles.
“For brewers, large bottles are more
economical,” says Dann Paquette,
the owner of Pretty Things Beer
and Ale Project, a Boston-based
beer company. “People buy a bottle
and share it like wine.”

Bigger bottles

When it comes to beer, fresher isn’t
always better. “Barrel aging creates
complexity in beer,” says Cam
O’Connor, head brewer at Deschutes
Brewing in Oregon. Old pinot noir
barrels impart fruity flavors and
hints of berry, while old bourbon
barrels add spice and vanilla, he says.

Barrel aging

More and more breweries are
spiking their beer with
Brettanomyces (“Brett” for short),
a wild yeast also used to make
some wines. “Brett adds winelike
flavors, making beer dry, tart,
and a bit funky,” says Matt Simpson,
cofounder of thebeercellar.com.

Winelike flavors
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IN HOPS
WE TRUST
Learn to love
the little, bitter green
flower that makes
American beer great.
WE USE
UNIQUE HOPS

Want even tastier IPA?
Then drink it from
this new IPA glass,
developed with Dogfish
Head and Sierra
Nevada. The ribbed
stem releases aromas
that are captured by the
curved bowl ($25 for
two, spiegelau.com).

Around 20 years ago,
brewers considered
European hops ideal,
while genetically
distinct Americangrown hops were
deemed too piney,
citrusy, and floral, says
Stan Hieronymus,
editor at Realbeer.com.
But American brewers
now embrace the
unique flavors of
homegrown hops.
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WE USE
MORE OF THEM

From 2008 to 2011,
the amount of hops in
the average barrel
of American craft beer
jumped 24 percent,
according to the
Brewers Association.
And every year we push
it further. Some of the
newest American ales
boast over 100 IBUs
(international bitterness
units), while Bud Light
clocks in at 6.5.
WE’VE CREATED A
NEW BEER STYLE

With an average IBU
of nearly 65 in 2012,
IPA showcases the
aggressive hopping
used by American
brewers. The style
originated as India Pale
Ale in the 18th century,
but the IPA we make
stateside today is
gutsier than the original.
“It’s no longer India Pale
Ale,” says Hieronymus.
“It’s just IPA.”
OTHER NATIONS
ARE COPYING US

“Even the Belgian
brewers are saying,
‘Hey, let’s do a dryhopped, strong Belgian
tripel,’ ” says Dave Glor,
certified brewmaster
and field analyst for
New Belgium brewery.
“There’s emulation
there.” Paul Gatza,
director of the Brewers
Association, agrees.
“We now have the
attention of the world.”

THE MEN’S
HEALTH BEER
PANEL
JEFF ALWORTH

Beer journalist and
author of The Beer
Tasting Toolkit

DAVE BRODRICK

Owner/founder of
Blind Tiger alehouse
in New York City

JIMMY CARBONE

Owner of Jimmy’s
No. 43 in New York
City, cofounder of
the Good Beer Seal,
and host of Beer
Sessions Radio

RAY DANIELS

Founder of the
Cicerone Certification Program and
author of Designing
Great Beers

STAN HIERONYMUS

Editor at Realbeer.
com and author of
The Beer Lover’s
Guide to the USA
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THE NEW RULES OF BEER
Bitterness is like spice—you get used to it.
Hoppy beers can become your new normal.
—Garrett Oliver, brewmaster at Brooklyn Brewery

?

h

IS BEER
THE NEW
GATORADE?

he

Is it a good idea
to grab a cold one
after your next run?
A German study
published in the
journal Medicine &
Science in Sports &
Exercise found that
marathon runners

experienced a 24 percent reduction in
muscle inflammation
if they drank 4 to 6
cups of nonalcoholic
beer a day for 3 weeks
before and 2 weeks
after the race. Credit
the beer’s antioxidant

polyphenols, which
aid muscle recovery.
“Regular beer has even
more polyphenols
than nonalcoholic
beer, so it could work
even better,” says
study author David
C. Nieman, Dr.P.H.,

director of the
Human Performance
Laboratory at Appalachian State University in North Carolina.
Just skip the beer
right before heading
out. It’s called running, not staggering.

IN PRAISE OF
CHEAP BEER
Dale Talde, co-owner of Pork
Slope in Brooklyn, explains why
Miller High Life is on his menu.
I have full respect for all that fancy
craft beer. But let’s face it: There’s a
time and a place for everything. So if
I’m eating some charcuterie or
some great foie gras or foraged
mushrooms, fine, bring on the Belgian hoppy ale. But then there’s also
a time when I’m off work and I just
want to decompress. I don’t want to
think about what I want. I just want
someone to put some simple, barely
hopped, highly carbonated High
Life in front of me. That kind of beer
doesn’t demand your attention. It’s
just there when you need it.
In fact, there’s a lot of nostalgia
around so-called bad beer. Cheap
beer reminds me of watching a
Cubs game with my old man. We’d
go to the ballpark, and it’s 87
degrees, and the sun’s beating
down. You’ve got a hot dog in one
hand and essentially carbonated
alcohol in the other. And that’s a
beautiful thing. Yo, I’m from Chicago. Actually a town nearby called
Niles. It’s a very blue-collar place.
And me and my old friends all have
the local bar that we go to when
we’re back home. I’m not going to
be snobby there and order a pint of
saison or a martini with an olive.
Cheap beer is just right in some
places, with some crowds.
I opened Pork Slope to pay homage to those kinds of bars—places I’d
go to with my friends, places we
were barely old enough to get into.
And now my partner, who lives
above the place, has a beer tap running from the restaurant right into
his apartment. And what’s flowing
through it? Miller High Life. And
this dude’s a 22-year vet of the bar
scene. But he knows that sometimes
he just wants something simple to
sip on. And there’s no shame in that.
M A P BY L A M OSC A
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Travel Here,
Drink Beer

IF YOU KNOW THE BEER LIST AT YOUR CORNER
PUB BY HEART, IT’S TIME TO TAKE YOUR
DEVOTION TO BEER ON THE ROAD. BY GARRETT
OLIVER, BREWMASTER AT BROOKLYN BREWERY

BAMBERG, GERMANY
1

Most brewing grains used to be dried over fires, yielding a smoky beer style
called rauchbier. They still dominate the tap handles in this historic town.
WHERE TO GO The city’s most historic pub, Schlenkerla, pours Aecht Schlenkerla
Rauchbier Märzen, a beer that tastes like caramel and barbecue.
WALBERSWICK, ENGLAND

2

Savor cask-conditioned beer, a complex, lightly carbonated brew that’s aged
in barrels at pubs and hand-pumped into your glass, in this seaside village.
WHERE TO GO The Anchor, a 19th-century pub and inn run by U.K.’s foremost
cellarmaster, Mark Dorber. Beer enthusiasts seek him out like Yoda.
BRUSSELS, BELGIUM

3

Belgium is to beer what Cuba is to cigars, and in Brussels you’ll find brewers
who’ve retained more of their traditions than in any other city in the world.
WHERE TO GO Aux Bon Vieux Temps, a tiny bar paneled in Gothic carved oak. Start
with the raisiny Trappist Westmalle Dubbel—served here on draft. A rare treat.
NEW YORK CITY

4

Beer-savvy bars and delis abound here, but the beer scene shines most at the
restaurants, which often feature expertly curated beer lists and inspired pairings.
WHERE TO GO Eleven Madison Park, where you can pick from 140-plus beers to pair
with the NYC-centric $195 prix-fixe menu. Or dine (and drink) à la carte at the bar.
SONOMA COUNTY, CALIFORNIA

5

Known as wine country, Sonoma is also a font of new American beer—home to
quintessential West Coast IPAs like those from Bear Republic and Lagunitas.
WHERE TO GO The Russian River Brewing Co., to taste Pliny the Elder fresh on draft.
It’s one of the most sought after and influential beers of the past 15 years.
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THE NEW RULES OF BEER
Frosted glasses are for suckers. The crystals
promote bubbles, creating a super-foamy pour.
—Ray Daniels, author of Designing Great Beers

DON’T THINK BEER CAN BE SCARY? THEN YOU’VE NEVER CRACKED A
MONSTER BREWPUB LIST. THE AVALANCHE OF UNFAMILIAR TERMS MAKES
A LOT OF PEOPLE HESITANT TO DIVE IN. USE THIS DECODER TO FIND
THE BEER STYLES THAT ORBIT YOUR FAVORITES, AND SIP SOMETHING NEW.

The Great
Brew Spectrum

C

IF YOU LIKE
GUINNESS...

Imperial
Stout

IF YOU LIKE
DOGFISH 90 MIN...

Barley
Wine

Imperial
IPA

AGGRESSIVE

American
Wild Ale
Flanders
Red Ale

LAGERS

Slow cold-brewing
(“lagering”) and a
bottom-fermenting
lager yeast combine
to produce the crisp,
refreshing brew that
makes up 90 percent
of beer worldwide.

D
Gueuze

Pale
Ale

Tripel IPA

Saison

Oud
Bruin Stout

Rauchbier

Belgian
Dubbel

PALE ALES
Doppelbock

These easy-drinking
brews have English
roots and are made
mostly from paler
malts. Americans
have been making
more bitter versions
with higher ABVs.

Kriek

Porter

Lambic

Irish
Stout

Oatmeal
Stout

Cream
Stout

DRY

SWEET

DARK ALES

Quadrupel
Kölsch
A

Extra Pilsner
Special
Bitter

Märzen Hefeweizen

Schwarzbier
Brown
Ale

Bock

English
Pale Ale
Wee
Heavy

Dunkel
B
American
Lager

Witbier
Altbier

Amber
Ale

MILD

IF YOU LIKE
STELLA...

Here are four amazing
(yet underappreciated) styles you should
drink right now.

Scotch
Ale

Malt
Liquor

IF YOU LIKE
BASS...

American
Light Lager

A / KÖLSCH

B / SCOTCH ALE

C / BARLEY WINE

Slow-brewed like
a lager but made
with ale yeast
for a bold, fruity
character.
TRY: Gaffel Kölsch

Delivers smoky
flavor from peat
or smoked malt
used in brewing.
TRY: Founders
Dirty Bastard

This high-ABV,
hoppy brew is
loaded with toffee-flavored malt.
TRY: Rogue
Old Crustacean

FRUITS & TARTS

Here you’ll find the beer
world’s funkiest and
most esoteric bottles.
Brewers use fruit and/or
multiple varieties of
yeast to create layered
depth, usually without
much sweetness.
Fo o d s t y l i n g : S u s a n O t t a v i a n o / H a l l e y R e s o u r c e s

The Unsung Heroes

Strong
Ale

Shorter brew times
than lagers and
top-fermenting yeast
give these ales funky,
complex flavors, and
the dark-roasted malt
adds mocha hues
and toffee flavors.

D / FLANDERS
RED ALE
Cask-aged, this
Belgian boasts
sour complexity.
TRY: Duchesse
De Bourgogne

Developed with Jeff Alworth, author of The Beer Tasting Toolkit; Dave Brodrick, owner/founder of Blind Tiger alehouse in NYC; Jimmy Carbone, owner of Jimmy’s No. 43 in NYC; and Stan Hieronymus, editor at Realbeer.com

HOW TO
PICK UP A
BEER GIRL

Katie Scott, 24, runs
dozens of promotional
events for MillerCoors
every year. And since
she’s paid to ply men
with beer, she’s met
more than her share of
duds. Learn from
those guys’ mistakes.

The Entourage

Sadly, there’s no
Ari Gold to keep these
bros in line.
YOUR MOVE: Approach
her on your own, not in
a group. If you roam
in a pack you’ll just
blend in, Scott says.

The Blowhard

He’s got all the humility of Kanye West’s
Twitter feed.
YOUR MOVE: You’ll stand
out just by being, well,
humble. “Trust me,
we don’t care what you
make,” Scott says.

The Critic

Women love assholes,
right? This guy uses
that dubious theory
as a license to judge.
YOUR MOVE: Skip the
negging. “We’ll always
talk to nice guys
first,” says Scott.
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THE
ULTIMATE
SNACK
FOR BEER
Bartenders serve
free snacks for
a reason: They
make beer taste
even better. Why?
1 / THEY INTENSIFY
FLAVORS

“Salt actually enhances
the bitterness of hops,”
says Marcia Pelchat,
Ph.D., a sensory psychologist at the Monell
Chemical Senses Center. So salty pretzels
boost that glass of IPA.
2 / THEY STRIKE A
CONTRAST

Opposites attract—
think cold, bubbly beer
and salty, crunchy nuts.
“People like varied
tastes and textures,”
says Pelchat. So they
bounce back and forth
between them.
3 / THEY FIRE YOUR
TASTEBUDS

That platter of wings
begs for beer. “Putting
any substance in your
mouth will temporarily
take away the heat of
spicy food,” she says. So
if a beer is handy, you’ll
reach for it more.

Fo o d s t y l i n g : S u s a n O t t a v i a n o / H a l l e y R e s o u r c e s

MAKE THE
WORLD’S BEST
BAR NUTS!

,

s

THIRSTY FOR MORE BEER KNOWLEDGE?

Check out MensHealth.com/ beerhall for
reviews, gear, and what we’re drinking now.

These warm, salty,
spicy nuts will improve
any beer you’re
drinking. Spread 1 lb
unsalted mixed nuts
on a baking sheet and
bake at 350°F until
light golden brown,
about 10 minutes. In a
large bowl, combine
2 Tbsp chopped fresh
rosemary leaves,
1 Tbsp olive oil, 2 tsp
sea salt, 1 tsp ground
cayenne (or to taste),
and 1 tsp dark brown
sugar. Toss the warm
toasted nuts with the
spiced oil and serve
warm. Makes 5 cups.
Adapted from a recipe
by Carmen Quagliata,
executive chef at
the Union Square Café
in Manhattan.
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